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Abstract—The specific purpose of this study is to report the process of developing e-learning course on motion-building and mobility for students’ learning at the postgraduate of special education study program. This research was conducted to measure the e-learning capability on motion-building and mobility courses, which were applied through expert validation tests by using instruments in conducting assessments. Whereas the test users are the postgraduate students of special education study program by using the instrument in conducting assessment. The blended learning model of motion-building and mobility courses is designed and packaged offline in online textbooks of motion-building for blind children and motion therapy of cerebral palsy children. Based on the process of assessing the feasibility of the product’s validity and practicality, the product validity test results from the validator on all assessment items get a good result in score 3.6. The assessment results to test the practicality of users toward the product obtain a good result in score 3.4. Based on those results, it can be concluded that the implementation of e-learning on movement and mobility course for learning in postgraduate of special education study program worthiness is proven.
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1 Introduction

National Education Standards in Indonesia is that the learning process in the education unit is held interactively, inspiratively, fun, challenging, motivating students to participate actively, as well as providing sufficient space for initiative, creativity and independence in accordance with the students’ talents, interests, physical and psychological development. The realization is one form of inspiration in how to develop teaching materials on motion-building and mobility course. The learning innovation is the demand of conventional nature that is integrated with information and communication technology according to the demands of the digital era [1-6].

The instruments design that can be visualized and audio-packed is packaged through the empowerment of learning resources based on information and communication technology (ICT) [7-13]. Therefore, the development of instructional materials for motion-building and mobility was deliberately chosen in the lecture of special
education study program, because they are unique to the target of children with special needs and their various characteristics. Another advantage is that between the physically disable, cerebral palsy and the visually impaired in motion-building and mobility have differences, especially in providing learning services for each child. Therefore, the development of this teaching material for ICT packaging for lectures requires a learning program by combining the advantages of face-to-face learning, and e-learning offline-online. This means that educators in the class have the potential to operationalize information and communication technology (ICT) equipment as a learning source for postgraduate of special education students.

The findings about blended learning can shift the conventional learning paradigm toward information and communication technology in developing new knowledge, skills, and behaviors for students [14-23]. In blended learning as a process, teaching and learning activities require a variety of methods, models and learning medias that are applied to achieve maximum results and quality [24-28]. The results of preliminary research emphasizes that classroom learnings which use information and communication technology with media packaging that can be visualized and audio visualized inspire, motivate, challenge and please the acquisition of effective learning behaviors for students. On the other side of Motion-building and mobility learning course, facilities to support online procurement at Surabaya state universities have been developed, but the implementation is still not optimal. The delivered learning specifically in the Department of Special Education still tends to use conventional learning media such as taking notes from the blackboard and power point presentation software media. This means that in the study of the information and communication technology usage such as the blended learning model has not yet been realized effectively and interactively when conducting learning in the classroom.

Specifically, in the course of Motion-building and mobility as a foundation in the special education study program requires an understanding that is not only focused on the form of learning that still uses power point exposure, still images (non-multimedia) and translation book reference. In the other side, the motion-building and mobility course is largely a subject that requires a comprehensive picture of the various disabilities conditions that have different characteristics and needs in the motion-building and mobility services. However, the presented learning material in the learning process for now tends to be conventional with oral, discussion of the translation results, so it is less effective in exploring or understanding the material when it is described by using power point media for students.

The other side of the motion-building and mobility course material is sought to be more applicable according to field conditions that is intended for children with cerebral palsy, visual impairment, autism, and so on. The packaging of teaching materials based on blended learning for the subject of motion-building and mobility development has made postgraduate students of special education study programs inspired in developing more widely through the thesis concept.
1.1 Problem formulation

Based on the description, the problems in the implementation of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students in special education program can be formulated as follows:

1. How is the validity of the product in the implementation of blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course for postgraduate students of special education Study Program in Surabaya State University?
2. How is the practicality of the product in the implementation of blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course for postgraduate students of special education Study Program in Surabaya State University?

2 Literature Review

2.1 E-Learning: Blended learning model with offline dan online basis

Blended learning is basically a combination of learning excellence that is done face-to-face and virtually [29-33]. Blended learning is defined as mixing between online and face-to-face meetings in one integrated learning activity in a pedagogical environment [34-36]. Therefore, the Blended learning model is a used conceptual as a guideline in conducting activities that refer to learning that combines or mix face-to-face learning and computer-based learning (online and offline).

The "e-learning model", online internet is one of the programs that utilize computer media [37-38]. The functions of e-learning to learning activities in the classroom are:

- Supplement for students to have additional knowledge or broaden their knowledge
- Complement or that the meaning of e-learning material is programmed to become enrichment or remedial for students in following conventional learning activities
- Substitute for e-learning as an alternative learning teaching material [39-43]

E-learning allows students to gain knowledge without having to attend classes physically, delivered by using electronic media connected to the internet (world, wide, web / www that connects all computer units that are connected to the internet) and the internet (a network that can connect all computer units in a limited certain environment). Learners by using e-learning are divided into three types, namely: Text and Graphics Web-based Learning, Interactive Web-based Learning, Interactive Multimedia Web-based Learning. To implement e-learning online, there are three components as a minimum for forming e-learning programs, namely: e-learning infrastructure, e-learning systems, and e-learning content.
2.2 E-Learning based learning material

The development of teaching materials for the use of the web for learning into three groups, they are web courses, web centric courses, and web enhanced courses [6,44]. In using e-learning, they optimize their visual abilities in operating their learning activities as a classification of visual learning styles. Therefore, in learning interactions, approaches and media used can be more easily understood if the learning material is packaged visually. Thus, the learning process of students needs to be given e-learning learning methods in order to enrich and explore the mastery of learning material by utilizing various available sites on the internet.

2.3 Learning material of motion-building and mobility

Motion-building is development and training in developing knowledge, skills and attitudes for students who experience motor disturbances to foster their movements in carrying out activities of daily living. For the visually impaired, mobility includes the acquisition of skills and techniques that make people with visual impairments can travel and perform daily activities more easily in their environment [45-48]. For people with physical disabilities both physically impaired, cerebral palsy and visually impaired the motion-building and mobility are needed in daily life for their activities [45-53]. In addition, the characteristics of each disability are different, so that providing services and coaching is depending on the level of need. The teaching or learning material is one of the most important elements and must be available for teaching and learning activities. So, teaching materials need to be arranged systematically so that students can learn independently and are designed according to the applicable curriculum. With the existence of teaching materials, educators can be more coherent in teaching material to students so that it is easier to accept the taught material.

2.4 The linkages between blended learning model of building motion and mobility courses

The best student learning is arranged systematically to inspire, to be fun and motivate, so that they can learn independently and are designed according to their grade or level. Then specifically learning is centered on what, how and where that suits the needs of the students. In learning that suits the needs of postgraduate students is about what is taught. Principles of learning methods in the context of how learning is provided and, finally, a learning place that suits the needs of the postgraduate students where learning needs to be given a blended learning model that can enrich and explore the mastery of learning material both offline and utilizing various available site on the internet. The development of instructional materials for motion-building and mobility based on blended learning use the principles of the following learning methods.

- The learning is in accordance with the learning needs of students.
- Educators emphasize learning through visual channels both offline and online.
• The learning requires real experience in learning the concepts of subject matter.

The linkages of motion-building and mobility instructional materials based on blended learning are prioritized in the way of the learning products packaging that is delivered to postgraduate students of special education study program so they comprehensively understand the teaching materials. The complexity of the characteristics and needs of children with special needs will be serviced and fostered through their movements and mobility so that they can participate and socialize with their environment, the blended learning model as an alternative to develop teaching materials both offline and online.

3 Research Methods

3.1 Type of research

Research and development (R&D) approach is used in this research. Product development is not only in the form of learning media, but can be in the form of procedures, instruments and learning processes, as well as producing model products. The used stages in the implementation of the Blended Learning model on motion-building and mobility course is adapting the development model Gall, Gall and Borg [54] for learning in the form of offline and online, namely 1) expert validity test, 2) revision of expert test results, 3) small-scale trials, and 4) revisions of the trial results and as the final product of the model. The election of the development model [54] on the implementation of the Blended Learning model on motion-building and mobility course is with the following considerations.

• This development model begins with gathering information about implementing blended learning models in the building motion and mobility course. Likewise, it also starts with observation and interviews and needs assessment to find out the need for a blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course for postgraduate students of special education study program;
• This development model is simple and flexible, because it is very compatible with the goal of the blended learning model development on motion-building and mobility course, which is not complicated;
• The development phase in this model is a field test and product revision. Through repeated assessment and revision of product development, it can produce effective products. In addition, this development strategy was chosen because it consists of clear, detail, and systematic development implementation steps.

3.2 Development procedures

The procedure of implementing the Blended Learning model on motion-building and mobility subject for postgraduate students of special education study program is carried out in three stages.
• Development preparation stage, which is to carry out need assessment, interviews and observations to determine the problem of the Blended Learning model of the motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of special education study program;

• The stage of activity development that is carried out, namely formulating general goals, special objectives, and developing a blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of special education study program. In developing measurement tools of blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of special education study program which consist of: (a) Textbooks of motion-building and Mobility course; (b) E-material of various services for cerebral palsy children and blind children.

• Product testing and evaluation stage, which includes the content expert responses and the design expert responses of the blended learning model in the motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of special education study program.

Below is the description of development model [54] for the implementation of the Blended Learning model on motion-building and mobility course is as follows.

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the blended learning model implementation on the motion-building and mobility subject for special education postgraduate students
3.3 Product trial

Product trials are conducted to obtain data in the form of suggestions, responses, and criticisms from experts and prospective users that can be used as a basis for improving the product development result. The product development trial of blended learning-based motion-building and mobility for postgraduate students of special education study program in Surabaya State University was carried out in two stages, namely the responses of content experts and design experts, and prospective users. In the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of the special education study program in Surabaya State University, the design of the product trial is based on the responses and suggestions of content experts and design experts, and prospective users can be seen in Figure 2. Subjects of the blended learning model product trial on motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of the special education study program in Surabaya State University.
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**Fig. 2.** Product Trial Design Based on Content Expert Response and Design Expert, and Prospective Users

3.4 Data collection instrument

Data collection instruments at the stage of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of special education study program at the Surabaya State University were conducted by using an assessment questionnaire. The questionnaire was developed (valid and reliable) to collect expert opinions on the feasibility of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of special education study program at the Surabaya State University. Content and design experts were asked to rate the development level of model from three aspects:

- **Uses:** The blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of special education study program at the Surabaya State
University refers to the acquisition of the model development results that can provide benefits for postgraduate students of special education study program. The development usefulness indicators of the motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of special education study program at the Surabaya State University are first, users. Referring to the benefits, the importance and advantages for postgraduate students of special education study program. Second, the needed skills. Referring to technical competence of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of special education study program at the Surabaya State University. Third, the impact of using the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of special education study program at the Surabaya State University.

• Appropriateness: to find out how big the practicality and effectiveness of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of special education study program at the Surabaya State University. As for the indicators that show first, the practicality of this procedure refers to the ease of implementing technical learning. Second, the effectiveness of cost, time, and energy. This indicator refers to the comparison of the acquisition of expert test results.

• Accuracy: This blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of special education study program at the Surabaya State University refers to the acquisition of response results and the advice of media experts, special education experts and users who can meet the understanding target of teaching material in postgraduate students of special education study program.

3.5 Data analysis technique

In obtaining results is quantitative data, so it is analyzed in quantitative descriptive. Quantitative data were obtained from expert tests and user tests. The used criteria are in the assessments that are given by experts and users by providing questionnaires. The obtained data from expert and user evaluation questionnaires were classified in 4 answer categories (grades 1, 2, 3, and 4) and then converted as percentages. Based on expert assessments and small-scale field trials of the blended learning model components, the development components that receive assessments 1 and 2, have criteria to be revised. Because it shows the quality of the component is less feasible and needs to be revised. While the data that are obtained from interviews, responses, suggestions, criticisms from experts and prospective users are arranged and grouped according to the assessed aspects. The data is used as the basis for improving the product effectiveness component of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses at Surabaya State University.

4 Results and Discussion

In producing a product prototype for the development of blended learning-based motion-building and mobility learning materials for postgraduate students of special
education study program at the Surabaya State University can go through stages or development processes. The carried-out development stages or process requires conformity with the existence rules of the theory and field conditions. The linkages of the stages or the development process are carried out correctly, and then a good blended learning model or representative product is produced according to the needs of the target audience, namely postgraduate students of special education study program.

The effectiveness stages of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students is as the initial stage for analysing the reference books and special field findings at the Foundation for Children with Disabilities and the Foundation for Children with Blindness. This analysis is carried out as a step for the product manufacture of blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses. The stage of the implemention process of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students, referring to the research development model of Gall, Gall and Borg [54]. Some steps or cycles are carried out at the stage of the implementation process of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students as follows.

4.1 Research and information collection

Analyzing to get theoretical references and field findings: This analysis stage is a preliminary implementation for the search and collection of the developed information through analysis to obtain theoretical references and field findings that is exist in orthopedically handicapped special school blind special school for the implementation of the blended learning model of motion-building and mobility courses. This analyzing activity is carried out with reference studies from various kinds of learning initiation that have been carried out by lecturers of motion-building and mobility in the postgraduate of special education postgraduate study program in carrying out the process of class lectures, among them.

- The availability of foreign language teaching materials (English) in the form of Handbooks is used in conducting lectures, but has not been designed to be used as a book to facilitate students’ understanding.
- Demands for lecture needs that are designed through e-learning programs in the motion-building and mobility course that are are easy to be used for postgraduate students of special education courses have not exist yet.
- Learning in a number of studying materials for the course of motion-building and mobility has not been designed for students, so that it can facilitate learning independently and practically both offline and online that can be studied anywhere and anytime.
- Availability of teaching materials that are packaged in a blended learning model has not exist yet in the postgraduate od special education study program.

Analyzing the competency structure in the course, so that it is connected in the prerequisite, procedural, grouping or combination structure: The course of motion-buildingand mobility is in accordance with its learning achievements that utilizes
science and technology to obtain references from various sources about the concepts of motion-building and mobility, principles, theories, types of motion development, principles and service methods of motion exercises for limbs. Because of this, postgraduate students in special education study program are able to master the concepts of theory, principles and apply courses on motion-building mobility and mobility for the development of science and technology that produces innovative work that can be packaged through scientific work on the thesis theme. Then in this course, postgraduate students of special education study program through an inter / multidisciplinary approach are able to help solving problems for children with special needs of the blind and physically impaired and cerebral palsy children.

Analyzing alternative competency structures in the motion-building and mobility courses in entry behavior that can be obtained by students: After the postgraduate students of special education study program have the potential to take responsibility for the learning performance individually and in groups, by showing active involvement in carrying out the tasks and roles during the learning process. As well as utilizing learning resources and ICTs to support the implementation of learning. Therefore, this course on the motion-building and mobility is packaged through a blended learning model both offline and online. The other side of this course has not been packaged so that students can easily learn independently and practically.

4.2 Planning

This motion-building and mobility lecture material is packaged through a blended learning model that is designed to teach postgraduate students, so that the competency in the indicators is adjusted based on facts, concepts, principles and procedures on which the basic material has been determined. Based on the results of the courses existence review in the second semester, they have not yet resolved certain problems regarding learning of moton building and mobility in the field of special education in serving the blind who need mobility. In addition, motion-building services for the orthopedically handicapped and cerebral palsy are all different. Below is the preparation of teaching materials based on blend-ed learning begins with defining.

Defining the learning objects at each level: The selection of motion-building and mobility course materials is adjusted to the content that is packaged via offline and online. This teaching material consists of the structure and function of joints, shoulder joints, elbows, wrists & hands, spine, groin, knee joints, ankles and feet by using online packaging in a virtual learning program. Then the learning material is packaged in offline, namely the concept of building motion and mobility, a brief history of exercise physiology, kinesiology, tactical and haptic perception, mobility devices, psychosocial dimensions, methods for anaerobic exercise and physiological responses, physical and health activities, training for people with disabilities, and temperature setting exercise in cool and hot places.

Defining the prerequisites and competencies of each learning object: The understanding of postgraduate students of special education study programs in learning achievement has the potential to utilize science and technology, master, make decisions about concepts and theories within the scope of motion-building and mobility,
as well as being responsible for individual and group learning performance. This means that the design in this course is for postgraduate students to have an active involvement in carrying out the assignments and roles individually or in groups throughout the learning process, as well as utilizing learning resources and ICTs to support learning.

**Defining the relation of each learning object:** The achievement of motion-building and mobility courses for the design of teaching materials between offline and online has a mutual collaboration. Materials that are related to body service exercises, joint structure and function, shoulder joints, elbows, wrists & hands, back groin, groin, knee joints, ankles and legs, nervous & motor system, games, mobility, is trained by using the tools are packaged through an online program. Whereas those that are packaged offline, is the concept of motion-building and mobility, a brief history of exercise physiology, kinesiology, tactical and haptic perception, mobility devices, psychosocial dimensions, methods for anaerobic exercise and physiological responses, physical and health activities, training for training for people with disabilities, and temperature setting exercise in cool and hot places. This shows that the packaging of the designed materials both offline and online are interconnected to be used as student assignments.

**Designing the learning object metadata:** This learning object metadata is classified through material about a) introduction of the motion and mobility services program is carried out by people who have competencies in their fields, such as handling children with cerebral palsy who have various types of disorder by using audio visual programs that are packaged with manufacturing learning videos, b) the introduction of early motion-building for blind children before being able to be oriented and mobility, is introduced to various movements through an audio visual program that is packaged with the making of learning videos, c) the introduction of occupational therapy for cerebral palsy children is also conceptualized through an audio visual program that is packed with learning videos, and d) concepts, principles, theories, and types of motion-building and mobility, is packaged through book as teaching material.

### 4.1 Develop preliminary form of product

At this stage, developing the product prototype of the blended learning model for motion-building and mobility courses, is through the steps of:

- Determining the prototype design of the blended learning model for motion-building and mobility courses
- Determine the content of the material for teaching in the form of learning books and videos
- Making learning video scripts and book forms for teaching materials
- Validation instruments. The design of the initial product prototype development of the blended learning model for motion-building and mobility courses is as follows.

**Determining the prototype design of the blended learning model for motion-building and mobility course product:** The initial step of making the blended learn-
ing model for motion-building and mobility for special education study program students is by arranging systematic teaching materials. The results of the study of various book references and translation are taken into consideration to determine the design of the product model of the blended learning model for motion-building and mobility. Then with consideration together with learning media experts, designing videos for material dealing with motor or motion disorders in cerebral palsy children and understanding the basic motion for the visually impaired. The basis is to create a learning video program as a step to determine the Blended Learning modification program of motion-building and mobility for special education study program for the manufacture of permanent products for future learning initiatives.

**Determining the material content for teaching materials in the form of books and learning videos:** After determining the software program, the next step is to determine the type of the used hardware and software to create a blended learning model on motion-building and mobility. Determine and assemble software programs that require internet assistance to create audiovisual learning programs. In making the audiovisual program which will be positioned on the virtual learning as a direction of learning independence that can be used by postgraduate students of the special education program.

The designing of this motion-building and mobility teaching material is as a learning object strategy for postgraduate students of special education who use blended learning model both offline and online. This offline learning object strategy is designed in the form of a textbook for motion-building and mobility, along with the cover and table of contents below. Then, learning by using the blended learning model as a form of independent learning without face to face with the lecturer is as one of the academic standards for postgraduate students of special education study program at the Surabaya State University. The packaging of e-material in this e-learning standard specification is an alternative that postgraduate student does not have to be face-to-face but can be facilitated by provided technology. Therefore, the facilities that have been provided by Surabaya State University require innovation of lecturers in postgraduate courses. Below is video material that is packaged through a compact disk for motion therapy learning for children with cerebral palsy and basic motion for blind children.

While the online system is designed to be an audiovisual program by packaging e-learning / virtual learning media whose content and teaching material is in the form of multimedia-based content. The material for motion-building and mobility in the material of structure and function of joints, shoulder joints, elbows, wrists & hands, spine, groin, knee joints, ankles and feet is designed by using e-learning / virtual learning media. The design of the content and teaching materials in the mentioned material above is packaged in the form of multimedia-based content (multimedia-shaped content), in order to facilitate students to understand knowledge and be able to respond to the meaning of the material. The design for the course of motion-building and mobility in postgraduate students of the special education study program refers to the learning achievements of utilizing science and technology, mastering theoretical concepts, principles and applying movement and mobility development, making decisions and
being responsible for individual and group learning performance by showing active involvement in carrying out their duties and roles.

Develop e-material by applying OP reuse and repurpose at each level, as well as reuse and repurpose information objects and digital assets (identifying new content and existing content). The material on the course of motion-building and mobility is classified into 2, namely offline and online forms. Specifically, e-material online prioritizes material that cannot be read only, but through practice. The use of media is as a learning model that has been packaged through an audiovisual program that is developed in e-material. Virtual learning program has been prepared by Surabaya State University as a place to develop e-material specifically on the material structure and function of joints, shoulder joints, elbows, wrists & hands, spine, groin, knee joints, ankles and feet pre-packaged through an audiovisual program.

Develop e-material by using technology that is device independent. Material structure and function of the joints, shoulder joints, elbows, wrists & hands, spine, groin, knee joints, ankles and feet cannot be read by understanding, but requires the form of modeling examples through a variety of correct stages. The e-material development is a place that is packaged in a compact disk that is representative for storage of virtual learning programs that have been prepared by Surabaya State University. The e-material package follows the e-learning standard specifications.

- The selection of motion-building and mobility course materials are adjusted to the content that is packaged through offline and online. This teaching material consists of the structure and function of joints, shoulder joints, elbows, wrists & hands, spine, groin, knee joints, ankles and feet by using online packaging in a virtual learning program. Then the learning material that is packaged in offline is the concept of building mobility and mobility, a brief history of exercise physiology, kinesiology, tactical perception and haptic perception, mobility devices, psychosocial dimensions, methods for anaerobic exercise and physiological responses, physical activity and health, Training for people with limited mobility, and temperature control training in cold and hot places.

- Understanding of postgraduate students in special education study programs in learning achievements has the potential to utilize science and technology, master, make decisions about concepts and theories within the scope of motion-building and mobility, as well as take responsibility for learning performance individually or in groups. This means that the design in this course is for postgraduate students to have an active involvement in carrying out the tasks and roles given both individually and in groups during the learning process, as well as utilizing learning resources and ICTs to support the implementation of learning.

- In the achievement of motion-building and mobility courses, the design of teaching materials on between offline and online have a mutually collaborative relationship. Material related to body service exercises, joint structures and functions, shoulder joints, elbows, wrists & hands, spine, groin, knee joints, ankles and feet, nervous & motor system, games, mobility, use assistive devices package through an online program. Whereas the ones that are packaged offline are the concept of body building and mobility, a brief history of exercise physiology, kinesiology, tactical and
haptic perception, mobility devices, psychosocial dimensions, methods for anaerobic exercise and physiological responses, physical and health activities, training for people with movement limitations, and temperature settings exercise in cold and hot places. This shows that the packaging of materials that are designed both offline and online are interconnected to be used as student assignments.

- This learning object metadata is classified through material about a) introduction of the motion and mobility services program is carried out by people who have competencies in their fields, such as handling children with cerebral palsy who have various types of disorder by using audio visual programs that are packaged with manufacturing learning videos, b) the introduction of early motion-building for blind children before being able to be oriented and mobility, is introduced to various movements through an audio visual program that is packaged with the making of learning videos, c) the introduction of occupational therapy for cerebral palsy children is also conceptualized through an audio visual program that is packed with learning videos, and d) concepts, principles, theories, and types of motion-building and mobility, is packaged through book as teaching material.

- In designing instructional materials for the learning object pursuance on motion-building and mobility by using blended learning both offline and online, this offline learning object strategy was designed in the form of textbooks for motion-building and mobility.

Based on the implementation of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility learning courses for the postgraduate students of special education study program, the mainstreaming is on the utilization of information and communication technology with internet packaging or online e-learning which has been facilitated by the Surabaya State University. Aside from being part of an effort to improve the learning outcomes of postgraduate students of special education study program, it plays an important role in preparing competitive qualification standards for graduates in the community. Another urgency in the current development of the internet usage for educational purposes is increasingly widespread, especially in developed countries. The fact of the findings shows that online media enables more effective teaching and learning process. Furthermore, independent learning through E-learning provides opportunities for students to take control of the learning success for each other. This means that learners are given the freedom to determine when they will start, when they will finish and what parts of the material they want to learn first. Learners start from topics or pages that attract interest first or can just pass through the parts that are considered to have been mastered. If someone have difficulty to understand particular part you can repeat it again until it is understood. If after repeating there are still things that are not understood, students can contact the instructor / resource via e-mail or interactive dialogue at certain times. E-learning, learners and students can communicate easily through regular internet facilities or whenever the communication activities are carried out without being limited by time and place [55-58]. Learners and students can use instructional materials or instructional learning that is structured internet. The independence of learning with e-learning programs requires students to learn independently and autonomously [39-41].
Regarding the method of blended learning education, the relationship among learners is closely a central point of education [32-36]. This method can produce good quality education, and not only make students smart but also educated with polite behavior. Furthermore, the impact of the infrastructure conditions and learners is not appropriate, and the more the number of students, the conventional method will not achieve maximum results. The results of learning research that integrates learning by using computers (internet) with traditional methods states that, achievements are better with computers (internet) [59-63]. Learning is best for students if it is arranged systematically which could inspire, be fun and motivate, so that they can learn independently and are designed according to their grade or level. Specifically learning is centered on what, how and where that suits the needs of Surabaya State University graduate students being facilitated. In learning, thing that suits the needs of students in the bachelor degree is about what is taught. The principles of learning methods is the context of how learning is provided and the last place of learning that suits the needs of postgraduate students where learning needs to be given a blended learning method that can enrich and explore the mastery of learning material both offline and utilizing various site available on the internet. In developing instructional materials for motion-building and mobility based on blended learning by using the principles of learning methods:

- Learning is in accordance with the learning needs of postgraduate students of special education study programs
- Educators emphasize learning through visual channels both offline and online
- Learning requires real experience in learning the concepts of subject matter

The interrelation of the blended learning model in the instructional materials for motion-building and mobility is prioritized in the way of learning products packaging delivered to postgraduate students of special education Study Program is comprehensively understanding teaching materials. The complexity of the characteristics and needs of children with special needs who will be served and fostered through their movements and mobility so that they can participate and socialize with their environment, the blended learning model as an alternative to develop teaching materials both offline and online.

5 Preliminary Field Testing

The product of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course for postgraduate students in the special education study program was conducted by a validation test by learning media experts, and practicality test by the postgraduate students in the special education study program users. This activity is to get an assessment and input as a basis for product revision. This validation and practicality test is an assessment step for the product of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course that has been developed. This step aims to obtain an assessment of the appropriateness of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course for postgraduate students in the special education study program.
Mainstreaming is done before the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course was tested on postgraduate students in the special education study program who programmed the course. The foundations for obtaining the validation of eligibility from expert validation and user validation are urgently needed as an appraisal test of product competency that is appropriate to be used. Therefore, with the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course, the feasibility was tested on the experts and users, the research team held a meeting by joining discussion between the research team from special education education study program, learning media, and postgraduate students in the special education study program as users.

As for the implementation results of the of this focused group discussion, the acquisition of the understanding contains:

- Determination of validators from the field of learning media
- Displaying therapeutic learning video “Cerebral Palsy Child’s Motion and Basic Blindness Childhood Learning”
- Users provide input results of the impressions one by one
- Learning media validators provide input results of the shows one by one
- Submit instruments and fill out media and user validators

Along with assessing the feasibility of the product, the media validator and the user have prepared an instrument in the form of a questionnaire. The task of the validator and the user is to provide an assessment through the answers to a series of statements that exist and provide input in the form of criticism and suggestions on the provided sheet. One expert acts as a validator and two people as users (2 students).

5.1 Learning media validators and special education

The appointed learning media validator and special education scientific field to validate. The task is to conduct verification of the blended learning model of the motion-building and mobility course that has been developed in textbooks and learning videos. Expert assessment of the motion-building and mobility course product is in line with the clarity of the scenario components as a series of syntax systems in the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course. The use of shooting tools series with the strength of information technology and communication as well as the clarity of the final results contained in the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course is used for postgraduate students in special education study program. Below are the results of input from the validator in a qualitative description:

- Improve the appearance of images in the learning video that have no connection with motion therapy
- In textbooks, correct incomplete word errors
- Book covers are given the bright names of each composing.

The linkage of the assessment analysis from the validator to all assessment items received a score of 3.5 and then it was converted to a validity level table, showing that the results of the feasibility of the validator (the field of learning media and special
education) got good results. This means that the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course for the learning of postgraduate students at special education Program of Surabaya State University is feasible to be used in the field.

5.2 User

The relevance of this practicality test was appointed and at the same time as a user was two special education postgraduated students. The task is to evaluate the appropriateness of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course with the content of the course description in learning lecture understanding. Practical assessment of blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course by using the appropriate description of the course both offline and online as an understanding of postgraduate students of special education study program. Then the clarity of the book and the accuracy of systematic indicators as guidelines and learning strangeness are learned by the postgraduate students of special education study program as users. Regarding the product of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course, it can be viewed from the level of service that can be used by the user. Below are the results of input from users in a qualitative description that needs to be corrected to be the same as those delivered by the learning media and special education validator on the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course from users:

- Improve the appearance of images in the learning video that have no connection with motion therapy
- In textbooks, correct incomplete word errors
- Book covers are given the bright names of each composer

The linkage of the data analysis of the users’ assessment to all assessment items get a score of 3.4 and then it is converted to a validity level table, showing that the feasibility results of users (graduates and undergraduate students of special education study program) got good results. This means that the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course for the learning of postgraduate students of special education study program Surabaya State University is suitable to be used in lectures. Specifically designed learning meets the criteria of valid, practical and effective can improve the learning outcomes of prospective teachers in higher education [64-68].

The product of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course for postgraduate students in the special education study program was conducted by a validation test by learning media experts, and practicality test by the postgraduate students in the special education study program users. This activity is to get an assessment and input as a basis for product revision. This validation and practicality test is an assessment step for the product of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course that has been developed. This step aims to obtain an assessment of the appropriateness of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course for postgraduate students in the special education study program.

Mainstreaming is done before the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course was tested on postgraduate students in the special education study.
program who programed the course. The foundations for obtaining the validation of eligibility from expert validation and user validation are urgently needed as an appraisal test of product competency that is appropriate to be used. Therefore, with the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course, the feasibility was tested on the experts and users, the research team held a meeting by joining discussion between the research team from special education education study program, learning media, and postgraduate students in the special education study program as users.

As for the implementation results of the focused group discussion, the acquisition of the understanding contains:

- Determination of validators from the field of learning media
- Displaying therapeutic learning video "Cerebral Palsy Child's Motion and Basic Blindness Childhood Learning"
- Users provide input results of the impressions one by one
- Learning media validators provide input results of the shows one by one
- Submit instruments and fill out media and user validators

Along with assessing the feasibility of the product, the media validator and the user have prepared an instrument in the form of a questionnaire. The task of the validator and the user is to provide an assessment through the answers to a series of statements that exist and provide input in the form of criticism and suggestions on the provided sheet. The nature of education encourages and provides interactive learning, teaches to work together and participates in student learning with friends in each group [69-70]. Likewise, the teacher is able to foster a sense of pleasure toward learning, create creativity, motivation in doing tasks and provide convenience for their students to understand learning.

6 Main Product Revision

After the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course was tested by learning media and special education field experts as well as users of postgraduate students in the special education study program, the product received input in the form of suggestions. Therefore, the basic input and suggestions need to be revised into the developed product. Revisions to the initial product or draft I are based on ratings, comments, and suggestions from validators and users. The revised draft I is then reported back to the validator and the user to be seen the improvements results that have been made through discussion. The results of the revision on this draft I are called draft II, then the validator and the user correct it again. Based on the revised draft II, input and the validator through reassessment provided suggestions after making observations on the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course.

The basis results of the validator correction toward of the learning media and special education field experts as well as the user, stated that the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course for learning in postgraduate of the special education study program in the form of draft II as a final product is feasible and has
been prepared to be used by postgraduate of the special education study program. The implementation realization of blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course for learning in the postgraduate of the special education study program will be in the even semester of 2019. This means that the analysis results indicate appropriate criteria, the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course for learning is ready to be used by postgraduate students of the special education study program.

Table 1. The revision of blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course by learning media and special education expert and users

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revision</th>
<th>Learning Media and Special Education Expert</th>
<th>Users</th>
<th>Draft II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct the appearance of images in the learning video that have nothing to do with motion therapy</td>
<td>There is an improved image on the learning video that has nothing to do with motion therapy</td>
<td>There is an improved image on the learning video that has nothing to do with motion therapy</td>
<td>Has been fixed according to input from the validator and the users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In textbooks, correct incomplete word errors</td>
<td>There are improvements to the lacking writings in textbooks</td>
<td>There are improvements to the lacking writings in textbooks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The book cover is given the bright names of each composing</td>
<td>There is an improvement with the addition of the textbook compilers’ name</td>
<td>There is an improvement with the addition of the textbook compilers’ name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apply technology to deliver material in various formats. One of the packaging is through compact disks for directed learning, so that students are able to process information into knowledge for courses on motion-building and mobility. The material is packaged through a compact disk with an audio-visual program in the form of instructional video media. This assessment stage is carried out at each of the above stages and functions like feedback to correct any possible errors that might occur. These are the steps at this stage:

- Learning object approach, feedback between fellow lecturers and students to reuse / repurpose learning objects. In the learning process, students are able to use knowledge to solve problems through materials that are delivered by lecturers by conducting feedback to measure the achievement of understanding teaching material.
- Evaluating learning objects. The blended learning model product is subject to an evaluation by using a validation test by learning technology experts, and special education experts. This activity is to get input as a basis for product revision. This validation test is a preliminary assessment of the developed product by the blended learning model. This step aims to obtain an assessment of the teaching availability and learning materials for motion-building and mobility courses by using blended learning.

After the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course was tested on learning media and special education field experts as well as users of postgraduate students of special education study program, the product received input in the
form of suggestions. Therefore, the basic input and suggestions need to be revised to the developed product. This support is reinforced by another research that solving problem learning could train and develop the ability of students to solve an authentic problem from their actual life, to stimulate students' high-level thinking skills [71-75]. This means that the orientation model of social mobility and communication based on android applications has the potential to solve learning problems because it presents a process of introducing environment-oriented problems according to and can be found by students in real life. The validity test results of the product from the validator (learning media experts and special education experts) on all assessment items get a score of 3.6, which is good results score. Obtaining an assessment to test the practicality of the product users obtained a score of 3.4, which is good results. Base on this, it can be concluded that the implementation of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of special education in has proven its feasibility.

7 Conclusion

The implementation of the blended learning model of motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of special education study Program has been designed based on the collaboration of instructional media experts and special education experts, as well as users’ input. The process stages of the implementation results of the blended learning model of motion-building and mobility courses is through testing the feasibility of the validity and practicality of the product. The validity test results of the product from the validator (learning media experts and special education experts) to all assessment items get a score of 3.6 that is good score. The assessment to test the practicality of the product users obtained a score of 3.4, which is good results. Based on this, it can be concluded that the implementation of the blended learning model of motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of special education has proven their feasibility. The product results development is the implementation of the blended learning model of motion-building and mobility courses for postgraduate students of special education at the Surabaya State University. Based on the above conclusions, the suggestions in this study are directed at the aspect of further development, as follows:

- Follow the expert validation test, as an effort to test the accuracy, and effectiveness of the of the blended learning model on motion-building and mobility course development for the learning of postgraduate students of special education study program
- Followed by making a prototype of the product in another course based on blended learning for postgraduate students in the special education study program.
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